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Eleanor Harwood Gallery presents:
Andy Vogt: Negatives

Exhibit Dates:
Opening reception: Saturday, March 4th, 6-8pm 

March 4th - April 15th, 2017

February 9th, 2017 (San Francisco, CA)  — Eleanor Harwood Gallery is pleased to 
present Negatives, our first solo show with Andy Vogt. 

Andy Vogt has been showing in the Bay Area since 2006, garnering praise and 
recognition for his reclaimed wood lath sculptures which include flat, wall works and 
large scale, site-specific interventions. In his new exhibit, Vogt presents two new 
directions that relate to his previous wood sculptures yet represent distinct departures 
from it.  

Vogt’s new processes and materials have pushed him to embrace color, experimentation and 
elements of chance while using his wood sculpture as part of the process in making new work.
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His new bodies of work; ‘In C’, and “Light Oxidized”, are literally and figuratively the residual 
shadows of lath constructions that no are longer present. Some sculptures may have been 
destroyed, others are just not present in the exhibition. Their removal from the mise en scène 
leaves behind a hazy, visual recollection of the objects. Their likenesses are trapped in time and 
material, as murky after-images of what once was.   

His new series of concrete sculptures, titled ‘In C’, begin as shallow relief assemblages of 
salvaged wood lath into which concrete is poured and pressed. The cured concrete slabs are 
released by destroying the wood forms leaving behind the impression of wood texture and some 
of the actual wood grain trapped in the surface of the concrete.  

Another new group of works called, “Light Oxidized”, appear painterly as framed canvasses.  
However, his process is closer to that of photography than painting and uses sunlight to capture 
shadow images of his wood sculpture. These works begin as lath constructions that are placed 
on top of stretched fabric that has been coated with vividly colored, photosensitive pigments.  
When exposed to sunlight, the pigment in the uncovered areas of fabric develops and leaves 
the shadows cast by the sculpture unexposed and lighter, like a photographic negative. The final 
images, once fixed by washing and rinsing, are archival like a traditional photograph.

About the Artist 
Andy Vogt grew up in the suburbs of Washington DC and attended Carnegie Mellon 
University where he earned a BFA in Intermedia, a program focused on time based 
media, performance and installation. He lived in Pittsburgh PA until 2000. He currently 
lives and works in San Francisco, California

Vogt’s use of reclaimed wood from demolished buildings, started around 2004, a few years after 
moving to San Francisco. His first solo show was in 2006 at ampersand international arts in 
Dogpatch, SF. Since then, his work has been exhibited nationally and locally including solo 
shows at Eli Ridgway Gallery, Hap Gallery (Portland, OR) , Southern Exposure, The Museum of 
Craft and Design and Ampersand International Arts. Group exhibitions include Headlands 
Center for the Arts, San Francisco State University Art Gallery, Swarm Gallery and Adobe Books 
Backroom Gallery. In 2010 he was an artist in residence at Headlands Center for the Arts.

Vogt was recently featured in Shadow Play, by Zahid Sardar in Spaces Magazine. His 
previous press includes a review by Brian Karl, "Pattern, Predictability, Repetition" in 
SFAQ, and extended interview Klea McKenna and writer Nikki Grattan, appearing in “In 
The Make”. Vogt’s work has also been reviewed in Beautiful Decay, Willamette Week, 
Cool Hunting, Art 21 Blog, SFWeekly and numerous other online and print publications. 

His works are included in the Twitter Corporate Collection, Instagram Corporate 
Collection, and numerous private collections.

About Eleanor Harwood Gallery  
The Eleanor Harwood Gallery opened September 2006. The programming of the gallery 
focuses on emerging to mid-career artists exhibiting nationally and internationally. The roster 
includes artists that are represented in major American and European collections. The gallery 
actively promotes and encourages career growth for represented artists.

http://sfaq.us/2016/05/pattern-predictability-repetition-at-2214/


Location 
1275 Minnesota Street, Suite 206  
San Francisco, CA 94107

Hours 
Tuesdays 1:00-5:00pm, Wednesday-Saturday, 11am-5:00pm 
And by appointment 
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(p) 415.867.7770  
(e) eleanor@eleanorharwood.com
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